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A. error.log
B. server.log
C. security.log
D. systemTests.log

Answer: B

QUESTION: 43
Records have been created with a field called cstExeptionUsedLI, and some have
a value of Days Away From Work. The client has decided they want the list
updated with new values and to also remove from the list Days Away From
Work. How does this affect the record?

A. The record's list field will come up blank, the record should be updated again
providing a value from the list.
B. The system will not allow the removal of Days Away From Work since there is
a record that is using that value.
C. It does not affect the record; the record will continue to use the previous list
values, and it can never use the new values for auditing purposes.
D. It does not affect the record; the record will still have Days Away From Work
as its list field value, and it can also use the new values in the list.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 44
In which scenario will the Data Integrator (Dl) update existing values in the
database when a Dl file is imported?

A. when the import type is set to Update
B. when the Dl file contains the required columns for Old_Value and New_Value
C. when there are matching records in the database which are set to Revision in
Progress status
D. when the Dl file contains Publish Name values which match those of existing
records in the database

Answer: D

QUESTION: 45
Based on the Application Building for the IBM TRIRIGA Application Platform 3
guide, which name is valid for a new custom date field?

A. cstStartDateTX
B. cstStartDateDT
C. cstStartDateBL
D. cstStartDateDA

Answer: D

QUESTION: 46
Which statement is true regarding a Query task?

A. It can only access queries created by the system user.
B. It can only access queries created by the user that created the workflow.
C. It can only access queries listed under the My Reports tab of the report
manager.
D. It can only access queries listed under System Reports or the Community tab
of the report manager.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 47
A workflow is running and processing a large set of records. To see the instance
for the currently processing record, which link would be selected from the
workflow builder tool?

A. Where Used
B. List All Versions
C. List Active Instances
D. List Current Instance

Answer: C
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